
“We solve complex 
energy problems”

Argand are an award-winning team of 
analysts and engineers. Established in 
2013, we develop systems to help make 
sense of, monitor and control ever more 
complex energy challenges. 

Our team includes leading experts in 
systems design, monitoring, software 
development, energy analysis and 
investment analysis.



Investment Clarity in 
Renewables & Energy Storage

GridMAP provides pre-investment 
modelling and optimisation analysis for 
solar PV, wind, CHP and energy storage 
systems. It will run hundreds of 
scenarios in minutes, comparing 
technologies, energy strategies and 
revenue stream opportunities. 

Export Limitation
& Monitoring

GridGEM® is a DNO-approved 
constraint management & data 
collection system. GridGEM® 
enables clients to manage export 
limits, co-locate assets, manage 
private wire connections & collect 
real-time electrical performance data.

Renewable Energy 
Performance & Analytics

GridEYE provides invaluable 
operational information and 
performance analysis. GridEYE can 
also monitor energy systems and 
critical risks in real-time, enabling 
you to respond quickly to signs of 
under-performance & or failure. 



Modelling energy storage can be 
complex …and that complexity:

● Increases the time & cost to model 
project viability

● Increases the time to convert projects
from inception to delivery

● Reduces project revenue & profitability



Argand have developed a system 
to bring some much needed 
clarity to energy generation & 
storage analysis. 

GridMAP solves these problems by 
finding the optimum solution for 
developers, investors & 
consultants using a specially 
developed energy system 
optimisation engine (AI).

Optimal
Solution 
Design
Optimal System Size
Optimal Strategy
Optimal Financials

Optimisation
Parameters

Load Profiles
Cost Curves

Technologies
Tariffs

Commercial &
Investment Criteria

Budget Constraints
Investment Hurdles

Revenue Stacks
Business Models 



What you can do with GridMAP

Renewables
& Storage

Model
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Change
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Forward plan and adapt your energy strategy 
to new regulatory requirements, changing 
tariffs, or new market developments. 

Adapt to change

Multiple scenario analysis
GridMap enables you to simultaneously study 
many options, permutations and outcomes.

Develop studies manually, or deploy our 
bespoke optimisation engines to search out 
the best system configuration.

Automated optimisation



What you can model with GridMAP
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Powerful but easy to use

§ Import actual demand data or choose from a 
number of pre-loaded profiles

§ Choose PV parameters or import a projected 
output from most PV design software 

§ Choose from pre-loaded energy strategies or set 
up your own

§ Define your energy storage systems and load 
system specific operational and guarantee 
parameters

§ Model a wide range of income streams, tariff 
formats and grid or system limitations



Increase visibility on energy demand and 
related charges. Model & optimise energy 
related strategies. Assess adding new 
technologies. 

Validate and compare information received. 
Verify post installation performance. Track 
and monitor multiple projects in one 
interface. Assess and model the effect of 
potential changes ahead of time. 

Facility & energy management tools



Add new services, or increase the 
profitability of services offered. Test system  
hypotheses, investigate proposed energy 
developments, model and optimise a wide 
range of energy scenarios. 

Access extremely detailed reporting, 
including investor grade financial modelling. 
Run due-diligence studies, verify post 
installation operations, and provide well 
supported and evidenced proposals. 

Enhance consultancy services



Empower your sales channels with GridMAP to 
design, optimise, and clearly present 
projects, proposals and business case 
analysis. Support your proposals with detailed 
study and analytics. 

Add renewables and energy storage to 
already complex operational scenarios with 
ease. Offer post-installation monitoring and 
verification. View all studies in a central 
interface, and offer client access to key 
information as appropriate.

Improve project success rates



Model multiple variations of the same project to 
optimise financial outcomes. Get detailed
financial reports to present findings and support 
decisions.

Model the impact of market changes or new 
business opportunities ahead of 
implementation. Monitor, verify and adjust 
system performance post installation. 

Gain real advantage through enhanced 
modelling and analytics capabilities.

Get clarity on investment decisions



§ Communicate complex scenarios easily

§ Validate proposals with detailed analysis

§ Compare multiple scenarios together

§ Interactive content for presentations

§ Investor grade financial analysis

§ 180 result data points & over 40 charts 
available per permutation

Powerful reporting tools



GridMAP works globally,
so you can manage 
multiple projects 
irrespective of 
geographic 
location

USA

Brazil

Europe
China

Australia



§ Oversee the entire portfolio

§ Manage macro assumptions

§ Define technical parameters

§ Develop sales & triage tools

§ Manage a specific group of projects

§ Enable client access to key information

§ Increase project yields & success rates

§ Enhance project and portfolio reporting

The more people in your team who have access, 
the more powerful and valuable GridMAP becomes

GridMAP project development tools  



Clear communication to support decision making 

Over 40 charts 
available per 
permutation 

analysed

Download charts 
for your 

presentations or 
share online

Interactive, 
detailed data



§ Use of AI to automatically predict 

optimised strategies & sizing

§ Multi-scenario analysis

§ Revenue stacking

§ Analysis of client & investor financials

§ Includes Grid flexibility analysis

§ Scalable, cloud-based & global

§ Goal-seek investment hurdles

GridMAP advantages



Consultancy

Outsource your energy analytics to our 
highly skilled team who can run studies 
for you, assist with interpretation, and 
recommend developments. 

Consultancy is charged at £90 per hour. 
Studies can take anything from a few 
hours to several days depending on the 
complexity and data supplied. 

Results are delivered through our 
GridMAP platform, providing access to 
the full breadth of study, supporting 
data, and a range of interactive reports 

CONSULTANCY

£90 per hour*

User Access Project Data

Consultancy Pricing

£7.5 per user**
per month

£7.5 per project 
per month

* Direct access to our team of energy analysts to help set up, run and interpret results as required. 
Minimum billing period 15 minutes. On-site support available, please contact us to discuss requirements. 

** Multiple users can be set up to have access to the GridMAP platform / results of studies run. Client or 
site specific gateways can be created to display selected data & reports [may require additional time].    



Brief
The nature of the study, focus, aims, 
parameters and assumptions are all 
discussed and agreed

Data Gathering
The scope of data required will depend on 

the nature and complexity of the study to be 
undertaken. Our analyst will work with you 

to verify what information is needed and 
how it can be sourced. 

Data Verification
Argand will run a data integrity 
analysis to ensure everything 
provided is suitable and complete.

Running the Study
Argand commence building the 

study model. We then run all the 
permutations to be studied.

Presentation
The results are delivered to you via 
our project web interface, which 
provides complete access to all the 
permutations run, and a full set of 
charts for each one. Our analysts will 
be on-hand to help you with any 
required interpretation of the results. 

For sites with multiple issues please call us to discuss. They can be modelled, but they can be a bit more involved. 

Analyst
Assigned

Study
Completed

Consultancy process

Modification
Sometimes the results of the first 
study cause a client to change the 
parameters to be assessed. 



GridMAP Software

Using GridMAP software will work 
out cheaper, deliver results more 
quickly, and provide the ability to 
regularly amend, adjust and 
further develop projects directly.

White label / branded versions of 
GridMAP are deliverable. 
• pre-loaded options
• standardised scenarios
• real time field tools
• simplified tools & reports
• client specific interfaces

USERS

£7.5 per user
per month

PROJECT COST SUPPORT

Software Pricing

£7.5 per project
per month

£90 per hour*
billed monthly

* Direct access to our team of energy analysts to help set up, run and interpret results as required. 
Minimum billing period 15 minutes. On-site support available, please contact us to discuss requirements. 



Running Studies
You’ve got everything setup and 

ready to go. Start creating projects

Software process

Initial Training
Argand will train your team to get the 
best results from GridMAP. One hour 
remote training is included.. and 
unlimited training is available at 
reasonable rates

Assign an Administrator
Assign your main point of contact within 

your organisation to manage training, 
support and user management. 

Choose Study
Choose what you want to 
study & gather  available data. 

Support
Argand provide comprehensive 
support and can assist with all facets 
of a project. 

Manage Portfolio

Manage and compare your growing 
portfolio of studies using our project 
interface. Revisit and adapt studies at 
any time. Implement and verify  
system performance using other 
integrated Argand tools.  



GridMAP is a powerful software solution for 
energy project developers, facilitating through 
a single comprehensive tool the design, 
management and financial evaluation of new 
energy generation & storage assets. 

GridMAP can report in detail on particular 
scenarios, but also calculate & validate the 
optimum scenario. This improves results, saves 
time, and increases both profitability and 
project success rates. 



The ultimate system to provide clarity in a fast moving energy 
landscape

OPTIMISE
System modelling & optimisation.
Investment analysis & reporting.

CONTROL
System monitoring & controls. 
Co-location & constraint mgmt. 

ANALYSE
Post-investment performance 
analysis & operational diagnostics.



Increase certainty
Enjoy quick, accurate and 

comprehensive analysis with 
our AI driven modelling tools 

Argand Solutions Ltd. 
1 Belsham Court,
South Street, Totnes,
Devon TQ9 5FZ
United Kingdom

Office:   +(44)1803-864706
team@argandsolutions.com

For further information
please call, email, or visit
www.argandsolutions.com

Increase certainty
Enjoy quick, accurate and 

comprehensive analysis with 
our AI driven modelling tools 

Save time & costs
Reduce the time required to model
complex energy storage scenarios 
and find the optimum investment

Increase success
Increase project conversion rates 

& profitability through better
analysis & communication

mailto:office@argandsolutions.com
http://www.argandsolutions.com/

